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RECRUITMENT: 
 

RECRUITMENT: It is one of the steps to the process of appointing possible candidates for a job. It has been 

defined as the process of searching for prospective employees and stimulating them to apply for jobs in an 

organisation.  
 
Features of Recruitment:  

 It is a positive process as well as pervasive process. 

 It is a two-way process. 

 It consists of series of activities. 

 It is called a linking activity. 

 It is a complex job. 
 

 

SOURCES OF RECRUITMENT: There are two methods of sources of recruitment, which are 
mentioned below: 

 Internal Sources 

 External Sources 

 

Internal Sources of Recruitment: Internal Sources Under internal source of recruitment the vacant job positions 

are filled by inducing the existing employees of the organisation. Following are important sources of internal 

recruitment: 

 Transfers: It involves the shifting of an employee from one job to another, from one department to another 

or from one shift to another shift. Transfer means shifting an employee from one job to another similar job 

without increase in pay, status and responsibility. Example: Transfer of surplus HDFC bank employee of 

Station Road branch to Civil Town Ship branch. 

 

 Promotions: It refers to shifting an employee to a higher position carrying higher position. It involves 

increase in responsibilities, pay, status, prestige and facilities. Example: A Sales Manager of a branch had 

been given the responsibility of Branch Manager.  

 

Advantages of Internal Sources Recruitment: 

 Employees are motivated to improve their performance. 

 Internal recruitment also simplifies the process of selection & placement. 

 No wastage of time on the employee training and development. 

 Filling of jobs internally is cheaper. 

 No Orientation training is required as the employees are already familiar with the organisation and the 

people working in it. 

 

Limitation of Internal Sources: 

 The scope for induction of fresh talent is reduced. 

 The employee may become lethargic. 

 The spirit of competition among the employees may be hampered. 

 Frequent transfers of employees may often reduce the productivity of the organization. 

 There may be conflict among staff regarding promotion and transfer. 
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External Sources of Recruitment:  
 Advertisement in Newspapers: Advertisement in newspaper is the most popular source of recruitment as 

it can reach to each and every place having wide coverage.  Senior posts are mostly filled by this method as 

it provides a large pool of candidates from all parts of the country. It brings overflow of application. It is a 

convenient and cost-effective source of recruitment. There is sufficient choice for selection as detailed 

information about the organization and the can be given in advertisement facilitates self- screening by 

prospective candidates. 

 

 Employment Exchanges: An employment exchange is an office set up by the government for bringing 

together as quickly as possible those men who are in search of employment and those employers who are 

looking for men. Employment exchanges register unemployed people and maintain the records of their  

names, qualifications, etc. The employers on their part intimate the exchange about the vacancies which 

occur in their factories and types of employees they require for filling up these vacancies. Whenever any 

vacancy is intimated, the exchange selects some persons from among the employment seekers already 

registered with it and forwards their names to the employers for consideration. It is a good source of 

recruitment for semi-skilled staffs. 

 

 Placement Agencies: In addition to government agencies, there are several private employment agencies 

especially retained by the organisations at a certain fee, usually to select personnel for supervisory and 

higher levels. Names like Datamatics, Ferguson, etc., frequently appear in the Indian newspapers. The 

employer can contact such agencies to fill up the vacancy. It saves the time and efforts of the employer.  

 

 Campus Interview: Campus Recruitment means recruiting candidate in the campuses of educational 

Institutions. It is a very popular source of recruitment for degree/diploma Institutions like IIT, IIM, etc. 

without work experience. Under it recruiters are sent to educational institutions where they meet the 

members of the faculty and persons in charge of placement services who recommend suitable candidates. 

Some companies send representatives to professional meetings and conventions to recruit employees. It is a 

very convenient and inexpensive source of recruitment. No time and money are spent on advertising job 

vacancies. They get a large number of candidates at a particular place without incurring much cost.  

 

 Recommendation: It mean the name suggested or reference given by the present employee for filling up 

the vacancies of an organisation. Some industries with a record of good personnel relations encourage their 

present employees to bring suitable candidates for various openings in the organisation. It helps to improve 

the motivation and morale of current employees. Current employees can be held responsible for ability 

and character of candidate recommended by them. It is preferred by recruiters because some preliminary 

screening is done by the employees before they recommend candidates. 
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 Casual Caller: Sometimes candidates used to visit different  organisation without any advertisement for 

vacancy and they submit their bio-data in the organisation. Incase there is any vacancy in near future the 

company may use to call those candidates for interview purpose. This is the most cost-effective 

method of recruitment  as cost is involved for recruitment. These applicants may hamper the daily 

schedule routine work of the enterprise. 

 

 Labour Contractors: In many industries workers are recruited through contractors who are themselves the 

employees of these organisations. They are having a list of   labour and they can provide a required 

number of workers at a short notice. One demerit of this method is that if the contractor leaves the 

organization then all labourers also leave the organization with him. 

 

 Recruitment at Factory Gate: When a notice is placed on the notice board of a company specifying the 

details of the job available it is called direct recruitment/ Gate Hiring. Job seekers assemble outside the 

organisation and selection is done on the spot is also known as recruitment at factory gate. The practice of 

direct recruitment is followed usually to fill casual vacancies of unskilled or semi-skilled jobs. The 

workers thus appointed are known as budli workers. Usually, a large number of unemployment persons 

assemble everyday at the gate of every big factory. Whenever unskilled workers are required, the Personal 

Manager will scrutinize in a general way the workers available and pick-up the required number of 

workers. 

 

 Advantages of External Sources Recruitment: 

 Qualified Personnel: By using external source of recruitment the management can attract qualified and 

trained people to apply for the vacant job in the organisation. 

 Wider Choice: The management has a wider choice selecting the people for employment. 

 Fresh Talent: It provide wider choice and brings new blood in the organisation. 

 Competitive Spirit: If a company taps external sources, the staff will have to compete with the outsiders. 

 

Limitation of External Sources: 

 Dissatisfaction among existing employee: - Recruitment from outside may causes dissatisfaction among 

the employees. They may feel that their chances of promotion are reduced. 

 Costly Process: A lot of money has to be spent on advertisement therefore this is costly process. 

 Lengthy Process: It takes more time than other process. 

 Adjustment Problem: The new employees may not adjust in the rules and regulation of the organisation. 


